T H E TEACHINGS OF SOKA G A K K A I
The political philosophy of the Soka Gakkai, and its fervent political activity, are not merely a part of a popular member recruit ment program but are integral to the basic teachings of the Society.
They have their roots deep in the teachings of Nichiren, a Buddhist priest of the 13th century who taught that the time would come when the law of ths king and the Buddha Law {dharm d) would be one. When this time comes, he averred, a national altar would be established at the Vulture Peak, which to Nichiren。meant Mt. Fuji, and the true doctrine would be propagated throughout the earth. This is the political philosophy that was expounded most succinctly by Josei Toda^ (1900 Toda^ ( -1958 , second president of the Society and master mind in the creation of the Soka Gakkai movement. In a treatise called "Essay on the Unity of the Law of the king and the Law of Buddha" QObntsu Mydgd-rov^ ) ，Toda taught that the time had come for the establishment of this national altar and for the unity of religion •一 their religion 一 and government. The startling success of the Society in the election should be a warning to any who may by inclined to mark off the political philosophy of this group as " shallow " or " inconsequential."
Organization
The Soka Gakkai organization has been variously referred to as " militaristic," because of use of such terms as squad and troop, or " communistic," because of numerous cell-like units. The unique characteristic of its organization, however, the one which distinguishes it from its chief rival, Rissho Kosei Kaiメ is not the verticle relation ships which can be neatly charted from the president down through the trustees，area organizations, districts, squads, and finally local However, stronger than area or occupational ties are the personal ties. A new member is registered with the group to which the person who won him to the faith belongs, and that person is re sponsible to see that he remains in the faith. It is this dual or ganization pattern, consisting of horizontal relations and vertical organizational relation, that accounts in no small measure for the strength of the Society.
In d o c trina tio n
That Soka Gakkai was inspired by a school teacher and student of the Lotus Sutra as expounded by the Nichiren Sho Sect^ is of no small significance. " Correct " teaching，handed down from above in the traditional oriental manner 一 authoritative pronouncement and regimented obeisance -is the supporting pillar of the Society.
The emphasis is on deference to the teaching authority rather than on the enlightenment of the learner. The average follower is not expected to go too deeply into a study of doctrine.
Upon seeing my collection of books on their teachings, one member of the society remarked, " H(,w were you able to get hold of these What，then, are the teachings that every follower of this society must know ? They can be described under four headings: a shib boleth, a set of patent doctrines, the worship-object, and a simplified way.
The Shibboleth ： Any man can achieve happiness now Happiness -This is the key word. It has universal appeal.
Also it has some spiritual content. But as used by the members it is the worldly connotation that is central. The average follower is not so much taught to re-define the word " happiness， " as he is led to believe that he has within his reach a tool to help him realize the happiness (defined by his own unaltered worldly standard) which had previously eluded him. The reward of first belief, the cum- The goal of life is to achieve personal happiness. But, in order to realize the goal of human life, man must choose the correct path.
This path is the Nichiren Sho faith. For, as Nichiren explained in
On Opening the Eyes (Kaimoku shd), the root of all unhappiness is false belief. To achieve happiness and break the curse of false be lief, man must turn to the truth in the Lotus Sutra, the meaning of which is believed to have been fuliy discovered and preached by Nichiren alone. This truth can be summed up in the one simple prayer of praise, " Hail to the Wonderful Law of the Lotus Sutra."
Thus man can achieve happiness.
c. Any man -Every man is the target of the Soka Gakkai advance. Though a good case could be made that the movement has strong nationalistic characteristics, vSoka Gakkai itself has openly announced its own self-appointed mission to win the world to the " true " faith. It claims to have missionaries in many foreign countries, and Daisaku Ikeda,rt the young, new president，announced as he visited India, the birthplace of Buddhism, that the " true "
iaith had newly arisen in Japan and (in Soka Gakkai) was beginning to make its way back to the land of its origin.
No man is lo s t.しnristians' they say, " preach about a god of love,
but hold that some men will be damned." According to the teaching of the Lotus Sutra, as interpreted by Nichiren, every man can attain buddhahood，that is, '' the mind of Buddha.， 1 This is the truth " beneath the letter " of the Lotus Sutra. Until the giving of this sutra all belonging to " the world of those who hear the teaching " (shomon kaia ) and " the world of those conscious of the external element Qen5') which is capable of developing the dormant seed (m c) of the Buddha mind within them " (engaku kaid) : all these people were considered to be lost because they were already self-satisfied and felt no need of salvation. But with the giving of the Lotus Sutra it was made clear that these people too could attain buddhahood.
There is no reason why any man should be unhappy. This is the recurrent argument of the teams that go out to force others to convert to their faith. If you argue that you are already happy, they point out the insecurity of human existence, the uncertainty of the future, the possible calamities that may be just around the corner. If you say that you must be faithful to the religion of your parents, the strongest emotional religious tie for the ordinary Japanese, they point out that anyone should know that one's parents and ancestors above everything else want their children to be happy. Osaka, and Nara. Finally, he decided that the teachings of T 'ientai's pointed to the real truth, but he also came to the conclusion that these teachings had been perverted by Japanese Buddhist scholars, especially by Honene, founder of Pure Land Buddhism in Japan.
In comparing religious faiths Nichiren proceeded from broad to minute distinctions, showing first that Buddhism is superior to Hinayana, the " true " doctrine of the Lotus Sutra to the accomo dated doctrine of all other sutras, the last half of the Lotus Sutra to the first half, and finally that the hidden truth beneath the written letter of the Lotus Sutra, that is, the truth that the Buddha existed from eternity, is superior to the literal teaching of the Sutra.
(2) " The Five Sets of Three Steps" shows that Nichiren in-
herited T ， ien-t， a i， s skill in the classification of the sutras. T， ient， a i， s purpose was to construct a kind of harmony of the scriptures so that obvious contradictions would be resolved and none of the sutras would have to be discarded. Nichiren, however, perverted this original purpose and carried T ， ien-t， a i ， s classification through to a climax in the Lotus Sutra, not as the most important sutra, as T ， ien-t'ai taught, but as the only sutra of relevance to man living in the period the Latter Law. Then from this sutra Nichiren further focused attention on the invocation, '' Hail to the Wonderful Law of the Lotus Sutra," which he claimed contained the heart of the true doctrine, adequate in itself alone to bring salvation to all mankind.
Nichiren, following T 'ien-t， ai，considered all extant sutras to have been given by the historical Buddha himself. The first period of the " Five Sets of Three Steps， " therefore, was the period of the life time of Sakyamuni in which all of the sutras were given. Then, in spite of obvious contradictions and inconsistencies, these numer ous sutras were said to represent one teaching in three stages or steps. The " te x t， ' of this teaching is to be found in the Lotus
Sutra, enlarged to include the Sutra on the Meaning of Infininity QMurydgukyda ) ， and the Sutra on the View of Fugen's Practice
(K an Fugen-kydb ). The " conclusion " is the Nirvana Sutra {Nehan-gyoc ). All other sutras make up the " introduction."
Thus, the first set of " three steps " is the first period of the giving of the sutras divided into the three steps of " introduction,"
" text， " and " conclusion." The second, third, fourth, and fifth periods are likewise broken down into three steps each, under the headings " introduction， " " text," and " conclusion•" In each new period the one teaching is narrowed down more until the " text " of the final period is stated simply as " hail to the Wonderful Law of the Lotus Sutra/' which, as has been said, is the kernel of Buddha's teaching. The Sim plified way
For the common followers of Soka Gakkai there is a simplified way which is to be found in the practice of daily devotions and the acceptance of some distilled " teachings," which may be grouped under the general concept of " Rewards and Punishments. The average believer's faith is most often a composite of a few patent answers given by the leaders to answer his personal life-quest ions.
At morning and evening worship before a replica of " the Mandala," the sacred worship-object which is given to each new convert for use at home, the believer intones selections from the Lotus Sutra which seem to come mainly from chapters 2 and 16 of the sutra.
It is doubtful, however, whether more than a handful of those who daily mumble so easily the " nyoze-sdy a nyoze-shofi nyoze-tai,c nyoze- what it has meant to them in their personal experience* Much em phasis is placed on individual testimonies which account for threefourths of the time spent in the bi-weekly testimony-discussion meetings and a great deal of space is given to them in current publications. Over a period of two years 5,500 column inches in The Seikyo Shinbun were devoted to the personal testimonies of converts.
The same is true of other periodicals. For example, an Osaka business man (age 39) reported in the Seikyo Graphic the following:
''I took up my father's business to become become second in line.
I've been managing the business for the past ten years. In 1956，
after I had been a believer for two years, just as the business was beginning to get along, I lost both factory and home by fire. Not only that, but the insurance on them had expired. That was enough to give a man a headache. But Toda Sensei scolded me saying, ' The fate which you inherited to be poor is being broken. If you can't stand up now, it means that you haven't much iaith.' Then I lost a child, and at last my eyes were opened and I was spurred to action ! I turned everytnmg over to the worship-object. In half a year, not only had the factory been rebuilt, but in addition a new factory was put up in Nagoya. In the process of making plastic products we became the special factory for a top electric machine manufecturer, and also acquired a concession to export a pure-waterbacteria-exterminating machine. Just the other day I returned from a business trip to Taiwan, and at present we are thinking of building 
